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Abstract 
In times of crisis innovation becomes even more important since it can play a critical role to escape from it. Intrapreneurship can 
help companies to restore their vitality and to feed their innovation engine. First we explain the differences between 
entrepreneurship and intrapreneurship and the key success factors for intrapreneurship to flourish in established and often rigid 
organizations. Next we analyze some of the barriers that explain why installing and stimulating intrapreneurship is often so 
difficult. 
Finally we look at how new game leadership can play a role in creating an entrepreneurial culture and hence boosting the 
innovative power in organizations. 
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1. Introduction 
“First they ignore you, then they laugh at you, then they fight you, then you win.” 
 – Mahatma Gandhi 
  
We all know that since the crisis many companies have been coping with some problems. A first problem, a 
decline in sales, can often be linked with a mismatch between what your company sells and what the customers want 
to buy. Underperformance of staff, another problem can be caused by the fact that the owner delegates tasks but not 
the responsibility or authority to get the job done. Also many companies have problems in motivating mainly the 
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younger workers with a lot of potential just because they do not really understand Millennials, Generation X'ers and 
Generation Y'ers and fail to create an attractive working environment for them. By struggling to fully exploit their 
human potential organizations have difficulties in offering extra value for both the customers and the shareholders. 
European companies can and do innovate, even big companies. But the pace of innovation is no longer fast 
enough, because the need has increased so much. The rest of the world is getting smarter; they are able to copy us 
faster than they used to. We are on an innovation treadmill that requires us to do new things faster and faster in order 
to stay ahead. 
This is why we should be able to focus more upon innovation and intrapreneurship! 
Successful companies with their own innovation engines understand how to find, develop, and retain 
intrapreneurs. In order to outcompete, they promote and nurture a small startϋup environment within a large 
organizational structure that embraces continuous experimentation to find the next big thing. 
Many companies fail because they don’t adapt, and this is because they don’t have these intrapreneurs on board. 
 
2. Intrapreneurship defined 
 
The word “entrepreneur”, described as “an enterprising individual who builds capital through risk and/or 
initiative” was defined as far back as 1723 by Irish-French economist Richard Cantillon. The idea was later refined 
by Joseph Schumpeter, the first scholar to develop theories in this field. According to him entrepreneurs are 
innovators who use a process of challenging the status quo of the existing products and services, to set up new 
products and new services. 
In the 20th century a new parallel word gained purchase, then got forgotten- that of Intrapreneur. As the prefix 
intimates, the intrapreneur essentially innovates from within an existing company. 
Let us have a closer look at the difference between the entrepreneur and the intrapreneur: 
An Entrepreneur is someone who has the skills, the passion and financial backing to create wealth from new 
business opportunities and is willing to take full responsibility for its success or failure. 
An Intrapreneur is someone who manages that business with entrepreneurial flair in line with the limitations of 
the business environment. 
From the definition above we can learn two things: 
Although there is a strong similarity between these two personalities, some traits will be specific to intrapreneurs 
in order to make them successful or even stronger in order to make them survive. Another thing is that with the 
challenges in mind –as described above- it is very likely that every innovative organization needs intrapreneurs, who 
operate within business confines, without the high testosterone of risk. 
Isn’t it surprising that we do not talk more often about intrapreneurship and when this happens people most often 
refer to or mix it up with entrepreneurship? Steve Jobs and Steve Wozniak were the entrepreneurs behind Apple and 
are both well known, but the ultimate intrapreneur might be Jonathan Ive, lead designer and conceptual mind behind 
the MacBook Pro, iMac, MacBook Air, iPod, iPhone, and iPad. 
The first written use of the terms ‘intrapreneur’ and ‘intrapreneurship’ date from a paper written in 
1978 by Gifford and Elizabeth Pinchot. Later the term saw daylight in a 1982 issue of The Economist, but seems 
to have been first used in popular media in February 1985 by a TIME magazine article “Here come the 
Intrapreneurs” after a book by Gifford Pinchot emerged titled ‘Intrapreneuring: Why You Don’t Have to Leave the 
Corporation to Become an Entrepreneur’. Gifford Pinchot invented the term "intrapreneur" to describe employees of 
large corporations hired on to think and act as entrepreneurs. 
An intrapreneur is someone who has an entrepreneurial streak in his or her DNA, but chooses to align his or her 
talents with a large organization in place of creating his or her own. 
 
3. Key success factors for Intrapreneurs 
 
According to David Armano intrapreneurs can work independently but even more important can work seamlessly 
as part of an integrated team structure and also effectively embrace and embody the culture of the intrapreneur’s 
host organization. Intrapreneurs are most successful when management/leadership empowers and supports them.  
Let us have a closer look at some key qualities that successful entrepreneurs typically have in common (based 
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upon the book by Morris, Kuratko and Covin (2010)): 
 
     They have a clear vision 
Successful entrepreneurs have a clear vision and can very precisely describe where the company is today, where 
it will be tomorrow, and how it will get there. Such clarity of purpose and vision helps these entrepreneurs attract 
employees, convince investors, and bring in partners more easily than others. 
 
They surround themselves with great people 
Closely linked to their passion and vision they are able to surround themselves with great people. No one can be 
an expert in everything. The best entrepreneurs are well aware of their shortcomings and build an ecosystem of great 
people (including co-founders, employees, mentors, and investors) to fill in the gaps. This means that someone 
having “big ideas” needs to find somebody who can run the day- to-day and excels in building out operations. Also 
a more introvert type may want to pair up with a co- founder who enjoys selling the business. So they look for 
complementary skills and are willing to split responsibilities. 
 
The startup is their passion 
The most successful entrepreneurs love developing new ventures. Their high internal locus of control gives them 
self-confidence and makes them feel responsible for what they do. Their drive for results make them work hard. 
This drive and their passion turns them into individuals who will respond to your emails at all hours of the night and 
they can’t help it but pitch their company to every single guest at a party. This level of passion and drive is critical to 
succeed. If they don’t love what they do, their company will not survive. 
 
They stay focused on what matters 
Entrepreneurs are typically visionaries, able to see new opportunities around every corner. While this personality 
trait is typically considered a strength, it comes at a price: staying focused is one of the toughest challenges for any 
entrepreneur. They are easily distracted by new opportunities. Their challenge is to stay focused on just two to three 
key priorities at all times. 
 
They care about details and often go for perfection 
Many successful entrepreneurs don’t just limit their focus to big picture thinking. They care deeply about those 
little details that matter, particularly ones that impact the product, brand, customer experience, quality of the team 
and company culture. I know founders who interview each new hire and who consider the details of every 
advertising campaign. These entrepreneurs are making decisions on the micro level which is mainly a problem when 
the organization is growing and the need for more structure and delegation becomes critical for further development. 
Both an intrapreneur within a large organisation trying to set up a new business unit and an entrepreneur starting 
up a new business are most likely to face the same challenges. In order to do so they have to mainly share the same 
qualities and personality traits. 
An intrapreneur is a person within a large corporation who takes direct responsibility for turning an idea into a 
profitable finished product through assertive risk-taking and innovation.  They behave like an entrepreneur, except 
within a larger organization. 
The fact that the environment in which they work is completely different brings along some advantages and also 
some specific challenges for intrapreneurs. 
In his book Gifford Pinchot (1985) describes the 10 commandments for succeeding as an intrapreneur: 
x Come to work each day willing to be fired 
x Circumvent any orders aimed at stopping your dream 
x Do any job needed to make your project work, regardless of your job description 
x Find people to help you 
x Follow your intuition about the people you choose, and work only with the best 
x Work underground as long as you can – publicity triggers corporate immune mechanism 
x Never bet on a race unless you are running it. 
x Remember it is easier to ask for forgiveness than for permission. 
x Be true to your goals, but be realistic about the ways to achieve them 
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x Honour your sponsors 
 
 
This reminds me of the book of Jeffrey Krames (2005) in which he describes how Jack Welch was able to 
transform GE from a mature manufacturing company into a dynamic, service oriented company. 
This transformation was based upon his 4 E’s principle of leadership. 
The first E stands for Energy. Welch says individuals with energy love to “move all the time.” Everyone knows 
these types, the ones with boundless energy, who get up every day ready to attack the job at hand. High-energy 
people move much faster than the environment in which they are working. Energizing means that they also know 
how to spark others to perform. They outline a vision and get people to carry it out. Energizers know how to get 
people excited about a cause. They are selfless in giving others the credit when things go right, but quick to accept 
responsibility when things go wrong. Edge means they persist but not at all price and they know how to make the 
really difficult decisions, never allowing the degree of difficulty to stand in their way. These are leaders who know 
how to make what Peter Drucker calls “the life and death” decisions: hiring, firing and promoting. Daring to take 
difficult decisions implies daring to take risks! It also means to have the courage to turn back decisions and to make 
a shift if it proves things won’t be working. 
A strong focus on Execution means that they go for results.  The best leaders know how to execute. They know 
how to convert energy and edge into action and results. 
Pinchot argues that innovation in organizations has always come from intrapreneurs: people who fulfill the role 
of the entrepreneur inside a larger corporation. "But," he says, "that's generally despite the system." His book looks 
at cases in which the system has let intrapreneurship survive, and it sets down some basic rules and strategies for 
executives who want to nurture the intrapreneurial genius. 
It is very important for an intrapreneur, working in an organization and having a good idea, to convince other 
people to get on board. 
Intrapreneurs are the integrators who combine the talents of both the technologists and the marketers by 
establishing new products. 
In order to get buy-in intrapreneurs need to build a network of allies who support them and will help implement 
the idea. 
According to Bateman and Snell (2012) you need to build support for a project idea, the first step involves 
clearing the investment with your immediate boss. At this stage, you explain the idea and seek approval to look for 
wider support. Higher executives often want evidence that the project is backed by your peers before committing to 
it. This involves making cheerleaders—people who will support the intrapreneur before formal approval from higher 
levels. Some managers refer to this strategy as “loading the gun”—lining up ammunition in support of your idea. . In 
the same way that an entrepreneur will pitch to anyone who will listen, the intrapreneur needs to win friends 
throughout the company. They will be your support system. 
Next, horse trading begins. You can offer promises of payoffs from the project in return for support, time, 
money, and other resources that peers and others contribute. 
Finally, you should get the blessing of top management. This usually involves a formal presentation. You will 
need to guarantee the project’s technical and political feasibility. Higher management’s support of the project and 
promises of resources help convert potential supporters into an enthusiastic team. At this point, you can go back to 
your boss and make specific plans for going ahead with the project. 
Along the way, the intrapreneur can expect resistance and frustration and must use his/her passion and 
persistence, as well as business logic, to persuade others to get on board. 
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4. Barriers to Intrapreneurship 
So many of the so-called scientific management techniques are in conflict with the innovative power in 
organisations. Many of those abstract analytic techniques for centralizing decision making are in conflict with the 
common sense of ordinary people inside the corporation and killed off the idea of intrapreneurship. These analytic 
tools are very helpful in figuring out how to do the same things a little bit better, but they are not anywhere near as 
helpful in deciding what to do about something fundamentally new. 
A lack of a holistic view is another problem. As companies grow they tend to be divided into large functional 
slices and no one has control of all the pieces of what is necessary to do something new. Every change has to be 
negotiated across the divisional entities, and as a consequence you can have innovation about pieces of things, but it 
becomes extremely difficult to have innovation about wholly new things. 
This pattern for specialization makes perfect sense. Rational managers divide the labour among creative minds 
that do the research, tinkerers that put together the prototype, engineers that build the product, and marketeers that 
launch the product. 
The only trouble is, it doesn't seem to work very well. When you study successful innovation, you find at the root 
of it passionate champions and small teams taking on the entrepreneurial function inside the organization and 
carrying things on beyond their assigned responsibilities. 
Having a direct line to the CEO, despite the fact that there are a large number of people between them can help to 
get things done. But how many people can the CEO spend his day with? The real issue here is how we can give 
intrapreneurs a little more freedom than we are giving them, and the we are not talking about giving them carte 
blanche. Most of these efforts are relatively short-lived, because once everybody finds out about them, the old 
soldiers will find a way to bring it all down. 
Another issue is the difficulty for the entrepreneur is letting go as the company starts to grow -- so that there can 
be intrapreneurs. The very things that make people strong entrepreneurs make it difficult for them to let other 
entrepreneurs exist in their space. An entrepreneur tends to be a perfectionist. Others never meet his standards, so he 
is always tempted to undo their work and do it over. And this is also killing for intrapreneurship. The entrepreneurs 
who are able to succeed over time become fascinated by how to empower their people to do as well as they did. 
They get to the point where they are more pleased when somebody else does something brilliant than when they do 
something brilliant themselves. 
Tomas ChamorroϋPremuzic (2012) argues that 70% of successful entrepreneurs got their business idea while 
working for a previous employer. These talented individuals left because the environment did not have an 
intrapreneurial process to pitch their ideas–and even more important because they were unhappy at work, and that 
the number one reason for dissatisfaction is their boss We find that smart people leave companies to start their own 
ventures because their firms did not believe in intrapreneurship as a critical tool for growth. 
 Intrapreneurs often find themselves trapped in organizations that claim they are entrepreneurial when in fact they 
are not.  Finding an organization that truly embraces entrepreneurship - that has the entrepreneurial mindset and the 
infrastructure to support them- is difficult. 
When company results are getting worse, some executives start crying for intrapreneurship. Intrapreneurs 
promise to get out off the malaise, and are willing to risk their own career to get things done and always keep in 
mind to do the right thing to serve the customer. As everyone looks around the room for this potential savior of 
growth, what do they see? 
When looking around the table you can see three different kind of reactions: 
- Most managers’ eyes look down hoping this latest idea dies before making them change or take chances. 
- The owner’s eyes look up and this reminds him of the "good old days" when he or she ran a much smaller and 
focused company. Back then, everyone was an intrapreneur with "fire in their bellies". 
-  One newcomer, is happy and starts hoping that his/her time has come to break the old company rules and 
politics suppressing opportunities they see but cannot pursue. Optimistically, but sometimes fatally, these people 
seize the moment and volunteer as "champions" of this new company initiative. 
People leave not because the opportunities are better outside, but because something is going very wrong inside. 
They have been blocked in doing something. There is a threshold of pain necessary to get people to leave a company 
where they have lots of friends and lots of access to technology. 
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There are circumstances that make it good to stay and circumstances that make it good to leave the company if 
you are entrepreneurial. It mainly depends on how open the environment is to intrapreneurs and what rewards are 
available. Perhaps you have an idea that for one reason or another is easier to do inside, given the structure of your 
company, than outside. Perhaps the idea depends upon some proprietary technology and you have ethical concerns 
about running off with the technology. But even if you don't, the ongoing research capabilities of that company to 
support your business may be very important. Or the company name may be very important the moment you want to 
launch the new product. Could the IBM Personal Computer have taken the market share it did without the name 
IBM on it? Also, you have all kinds of tacit knowledge and hidden information inside a large company, accumulated 
over the years by all the decisions and pieces of that company. 
And if you can make use of it when starting a new business, you can get better information than you can get as an 
entrepreneur shopping around for information. 
5. The Role of Leadership in creating an Intrapreneurial Culture 
It is very important to create an encouraging environment that provides talented and entrepreneurial minded 
people the freedom to innovate, whilst at the same time supporting them with the resources to quickly bring their 
innovations to market. 
Being open as an organization means creating an environment where an employee’s ideas, when properly 
presented, are taken seriously and then be properly supported and recognized. 
Even stronger innovative organizations strongly invite people to come with ideas. 
It should not matter where that person fits on the organizational chart. If the idea is good, and the 
benefits and risks are clearly stated, that idea should get the green light - and the support it merits. 
There must always be a business approval process, but it should be efficient and what’s even more important: it 
should be transparent so that people can clearly understand why their idea is accepted or not! 
As discussed above both entrepreneurs and intrapreneurs are thriving on freedom. In order to retain and motivate 
intrapreneurs the expression of Peter Drucker (2010) is so valid: 
“The intrapreneurial process includes giving enterprising individuals certain rights within the organization that 
are normally available to those same individuals outside the organization.” 
Companies must strive to provide a “freedom to fail” culture and environment. Although failure resulting from 
poor planning and execution is not accepted, there should be no penalty for those who come forward with good 
ideas, assuming they’ve been well presented and competently executed. 
An intrapreneurial culture must embrace constructive failure to score big victories. Organizations must support 
those who have such courage and confidence that they are willing to fail in order to succeed. 
Giving more freedom to the entrepreneurial individuals will make them grow and also will make them challenge 
the limits of the organization. If you look at how breakfast cereal companies are organized, they are intrapreneurial 
with their brand managers. You have a number of competing cereal brands, and they go for it, and may the winner 
take all. So each of those guys is like an entrepreneur running a business. 
Recognition is a key driver for us all. Leaders who seek to steal the recognition rightfully deserved by others find 
few followers. If this happens it is very likely that the most entrepreneurial people will start somewhere else where 
they get more support and recognition. 
Innovation means questioning the status quo and challenging the boundaries of organizations. Intrapreneurs will 
think out off the box and very often new ideas don't seem like good ideas at first, they just seem different. But the 
people who have them often know whether they're good ideas or not, and when we look back on case histories of 
successful innovation, we see that people at the top of the organization often fought them for a considerable period 
of time. The innovation was done secretly and often carried on despite actual orders to stop. 
A classic example would be the invention of masking tape at 3M. Richard Drew, who was working on the 
project, was told by the chairman to stop, that it wasn't a good idea. But he kept on working on it on his own, 
convinced that it would work -- and went on to invent not only masking tape but Scotch tape and a number of other 
3M products. 
Intrapreneurs are often confronted with resistance to change. Colleagues tend to tell them “we’ve never done it 
that way before,” or “that’s not how we do things here”, and in order to let innovative ideas pop up and develop, top 
management needs to trust these people and give them the necessary support. 
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When all corporate resources are committed to what is planned, nothing is left for trying the un- plannable. Yet 
breakthrough innovations are inherently un-plannable. Companies that successfully innovate empower their 
employees to use corporate resources in ways that cannot always be predicted or justified. 
Only by creating an environment in which innovation is encouraged and supported by top management you will 
be able to increase the innovate power.  Recruiting the most creative people is just a first step in this process. 
Creating awareness and training your employees about innovation and entrepreneurship is another critical step. 
Allow them time and space for innovation, discuss the progress of innovative projects and encourage them. Show 
support and interest. Establish a system that rewards your employees when innovative efforts are paying off. A 
system that does not punish when they are unsuccessful. Create a culture where people learn from mistakes and do 
not forget to celebrate successes. 
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